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Influence of Phase Transformations
on Incipient Plasticity of Si-Nanospheres
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Our finding of the current spike effect highlighted for the first time in 2009 offers an enhanced understanding of
the link between nanoscale mechanical deformation and electrical behavior, and ultimately suggests key advances
in unique phase-change applications in future electronics. Certainly, crystal imperfections affect the properties of
the nanoparticles themselves, e.g., their biocompatibility and biodegradability. The potential role of dislocations
having a profound impact on the use of Si nanoparticles was largely overlooked, since plastic deformation of bulk
Si is dominated by amorphization and phase transformations. Here we show an effect of bulk → nanoparticle
transition (deconfinement) on incipient plasticity of Si-nanovolume. Our results provide a fresh insight into the
dilemma concerning dislocation or phase transformation origin of nanoscale plastic deformation of semiconductor
nanoobjects.
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1. Introduction

One of the fundamental questions of science and en-
gineering concerns the nature of deformation of solids
when stressed by external forces [1]. The onset of plas-
ticity is traditionally understood in terms of disloca-
tion motion. The study of nanoscale deformation when
the surface of crystal is subjected to contact stress has
proven that initial displacement transient events occur-
ring in metals are the direct result of dislocation nucle-
ation [2]. Our research revealed that this is not always
true: instead of dislocation activity, nanoscale deforma-
tion may simply be due to phase transformation (semi-
conductor → metal), as predicted for GaAs by our ear-
lier experiments and atomistic calculations [3]. Using
a novel conductive nanoindentation technique, which is
highly sensitive to structural changes under pressure [4],
we discovered the essential link between this electrical
phenomenon (current spike) and the mechanical transient
(pop-in) exhibited by GaAs exclusively during nanoscale
deformation. The results obtained for GaAs and dra-
matic impact of crystal imperfections on the functional
properties of semiconductors have motivated our study-
ing the nanoscale deformation of Si nanoparticles that is
addressed in the present paper.

Silicon, one of the most extensively studied advanced
technology materials exhibits a complex pattern of plas-
tic deformation combining amorphization [5, 6], phase
transformations [5–8], and dislocations [7, 8]. Recent
nanoscale compression [9, 10] and nanoindentation ob-
servations [7] demonstrated that deformation of silicon
nanovolumes is markedly different from behavior of the
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bulk material. The enhanced hardness of Si nanospheres
is consistent with the known phenomenon of yield stress
increase due to the decrease of dimensions of deformed
volumes [9, 10]. However, the reversible plasticity exhib-
ited by the compressed Si nanoparticles [9, 10] cannot
be justified in the framework of the theories pertinent to
the bulk Si surfaces. Gerberich et al. [9, 10] proposed a
model of dislocation-driven onset of plasticity accounting
for the unusual behavior of Si nanoparticles. Following
the latter idea, we provide a detailed atomistic account
of stress-driven deformation in Si nanoparticles based on
experimental evidence indicating the effect of nanoscale
confinement.

2. Experimental

In order to model processes initiated in stressed Si
nanospheres we performed molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations (LAMMPS simulation code) designed to
match experimental conditions of previously reported
nanocompression tests [9, 10]. MD interactions between
silicon atoms were modeled using the Stillinger–Weber
(S–W) potential [11] accurately reflecting elastic behav-
ior and generation of lattice defects in silicon [12]. Sim-
ulations were performed for the silicon sphere radius
R = 10 nm and compressed between two rigid paral-
lel plates. Deformation history of the Si nanosphere
was captured in contact pressure–strain (pc−ε) relation-
ships derived from our MD simulations. Loading was
conducted via 0.25 Åsymmetrical displacement (δ) incre-
ments applied to both plates. Consequently, the strain
parameter is defined as follows: ε = δ/R. The atomic
structure of the deformed nanosphere was relaxed during
20000 time steps (∆t = 2 fs) for each displacement incre-
ment occurring at a temperature of 300 K. The loading of
Si nanospheres accomplished along the [001] direction of
the crystal was characterized by the mean contact pres-
sure parameter pc = P/A, where contact area A is esti-
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mated via determining the number of Si atoms experienc-
ing non-zero interaction with the contacting rigid surface.
The atomistic structural changes during MD simulations
was visualized utilizing slip-vector analysis [13] with the
threshold value of 1 Å.

3. Results and discussion

Perfectly elastic behavior of Si nanosphere during ini-
tial stages of compression along [001] axis (Fig. 1) con-
forms to classic continuum mechanics expressed by the 13
decades old Hertzian equation [14]. In agreement with
the results of MD simulations by Valentini et al. [15],
our MD calculated elastic modulus for the nanosphere
(E[001] = 138 GPa) is lower than the ≈ 160 GPa mea-
sured for the bulk Si [10]. The reduction of Young’s mod-
ulus with decreasing particle size is attributed to the high
surface-to-volume ratio of nanospheres [15] consistent
with the recent results by Mo et al. [16]. Our MD sim-
ulations registered contact pressure reaching ≈ 23 GPa
(Fig. 1) matching the experimentally observed elevated
yield-point stress of the Si nanospheres [9, 10]. This value
is almost twice higher than the hardness of the bulk Si [9],
while nearly identical to the magnitude of peak stress
reached at the point of elastic-plastic transition in previ-
ous simulations [15].

The simulations with the S–W potential reveal that
the maximum contact pressure is followed by a sudden,
dramatic drop in pc at strain ε = 0.108 (Fig. 1). Then
the contact pressure continues to gradually decrease ap-
proaching hardness (H) of bulk Si at ≈ 12 GPa [9].
The apparent decrease of the contact pressure under the
maintained constant rate of displacement increase is tan-
tamount to the pop-in observed during nanoindentation
experiments [17–19]. Pop-in, alternatively referred to as
the yield point, marks the onset of plasticity in defect-
free crystals [17–19]. For load controlled experiments,
pop-in appears as rapid displacement increase whereas
its incidence under displacement control is evident as a
load drop [20].

Plastic deformation in the nanosphere (R = 10 nm)
starts at strain ε = 0.108, corresponding to the pop-
in event. Four pairs of perfect dislocation loops (the
Burgers vector value |0.5 [101]| = 3.84 Å) nucleate on
the {111} planes at the pop-in extending nearly halfway
across the particle (Fig. 2). At higher strain ε = 0.112,
the development of the dislocations’ arrangements pro-
ceeds and some of dislocations approach the surface of
the nanosphere. Interestingly, release of the load applied
right after the pop-in causes sudden expansion of the
bottom dislocation that reaches the nanosphere surface
(formation of the surface step) while the remaining dislo-
cations disappear when unloading is completed (Fig. 2).
Our simulations have shown the complex nature of the
nanosphere plastic deformation composed of irreversible
as well as reversible dislocations’ activity.

It is well documented that induced by nanoindenta-
tion the nanoscale deformation of bulk Si is accompanied
with the phase transformation from the initial diamond-
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Fig. 1. Results of MD simulations on Si nanosphere of
radius 10 nm. The compression axis was selected to be
aligned with [001] direction of silicon diamond lattice.
The first stage of pc−ε relationship exhibits Hertzian
elastic behavior. Then, at the strain ε = 0.108, the plas-
tic deformation starts with the pop-in singularity. Fur-
thermore, the mechanical response of the nanosphere
contains the next pop-ins, and the contact pressure
pc gradually approaches the value of silicon hardness
(≈ 12 GPa). For the sake of comparison we also pro-
vided the pc−ε curve obtained for compression axis lo-
cated along [111] direction. It is seen that the Young
modulus for [111] direction is greater than those ob-
tained for [001] one.

cubic (Si(I)) to the high-pressure β-tin (Si(II)) phase [5–
8, 15]. In contrast to the case of GaAs, loading of the
indenter does not produce the pop-in associated with the
mentioned phase change. Instead of that, the release of
contact load exhibits so called the pop-out phenomenon
being a signature of transformation from β-tin phase
formed during loading to mixture of metastable Si(III)
and Si(XII) phases. Pop-outs occur as a discontinuous
displacement decrease during unloading.

Simulated by us dislocation driven plasticity of the Si
nanosphere and an influence of the phase transformations
on the plastic nanodeformation of bulk Si show that the
change of mechanism of silicon plasticity is associated
with a deconfinement of deformed nanovolume from bulk
to nanosphere state. This phenomenon was confirmed
by our earlier in situ nanomechanical experiments [21]
performed on Si nanospheres with radii ranging from 19
to 169 nm, produced by the Hypersonic Plasma Parti-
cle Deposition technique. The load (P ) indenter dis-
placement (h) curves recorded for the compressed ma-
terial revealed two systematic patterns (Fig. 3a). The
smaller nanospheres always displayed the characteristic
pop-in singularity during loading, while the larger ones
a more complex response combining pop-in and pop-
out singularity during loading and unloading, respec-
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Fig. 2. The atomistic details of dislocation activity in
compressed Si nanospheres revealed by means of slip-
vector [13]. The plastic deformation starts at strain
ε =0.108 with nucleation of pairs of perfect dislocations.
Unloading performed right after the pop-in leads to ir-
reversible and reversible dislocations’ behavior.

tively. Indeed, the pop-in event occurs in nanospheres
radii smaller than 67 nm, while the remaining particles
(67 nm ≤ R ≤ 169 nm) display combined pop-in/pop-
out effect. The appearance of pop-out proves existence
of Si(II) in stressed bulk crystal or nanosphere, while
our MD simulations proved the pop-in phenomenon to
be driven by dislocations nucleation in strained silicon
nanosphere.

In light of the results we have presented, we pro-
pose the concept of deconfinement to reflect a transi-
tion from bulk to nanosphere behavior; a process in
which deformation is driven by a distinctive set of mech-
anisms, resulting in an alteration of the very properties
of silicon (Fig. 3b). Deconfinement leads to the shift
from phase-transformation-dominated incipient plastic-
ity to a dislocation-driven one, exemplified by the pop-
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Fig. 3. Results of compression experiment performed
for Si-nanosphere with radius of 106 nm (a). The pop-
in and pop-out events occur for particles whose radius
exceeds 67 nm (b). The plasticity of smaller Si nanopar-
ticles is exclusively dislocation-governed which means
that the only pop-in event was observed on the P−h
curves.

out → pop-out/pop-in→ pop-in sequence (bulk→ large
nanosphere → small nanosphere).

In order to resolve physical foundations of the de-
confinement phenomenon, we performed supplementary
MD-simulations to model the mechanical response of the
bulk Si crystal. The silicon structure was deformed un-
der stress that has been induced by the contact between
Si-crystal surface and spherical rigid indenter (radius
of 10 nm). This allowed us to compare the develop-
ment of stress distributions in compressed nanosphere
(R = 10 nm) as contrasting to this induced by nanoin-
dentation in the bulk Si-crystal. The results provide the
detailed information on the hydrostatic stress and von
Mises shear stress, respectively. The calculated stress
distributions are in agreement with the Hertz contact the-
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Fig. 4. Number of atoms in the bulk Si subjected to
hydrostatic stress higher than 10 GPa is higher than
corresponding atoms in Si nanosphere.

ory. Indeed, we detected the maximum hydrostatic stress
right at the contact surface, while the maximum shear
stress is located deeper in the investigated Si-crystal.

All of this prompts us to contend that despite of similar
straining of bulk Si crystal and Si nanoparticle, the stress
distribution within confined (bulk) and deconfined (par-
ticle) nanovolume differ each other. Certainly, the maxi-
mum value of the shear stress increases from 8.4±0.6 GPa
to 9.6±0.4 GPa while the maximum value of the hydro-
static pressure decreases. The number of Si atoms that
sustain pressure exceeding 10 GPa is significantly higher
in the bulk-Si than in silicon nanoparticle (Fig. 4). This
brings us to conclusion that the nanoscale Si deconfine-
ment from bulk to nanoparticle is associated with the
shear stresses increase accompanied by hydrostatic stress
decrease and favors the dislocation-based plasticity in ex-
pense of phase transformation scenario.

4. Conclusions

In sum, the discovery of the deconfinement effect gov-
erning a transition in mechanical response from bulk to
nanoparticle behavior is of practical importance, as it
paves the way to manipulate the number and activity
of dislocations in Si nanoparticles. Given the impact of
dislocations on the functional properties of Si nanovol-
umes, a controlled evolution of dislocation structures in
Si nanospheres opens a new possibilities in the develop-
ment of tunable Si nanodevices with optoelectronic and
biomedical applications, where photoluminescence plays
a crucial role. The nanoscale deconfinement will bene-
fit processing future nanostructures for electronic, mag-
netic and optical devices as well as biomedical applica-
tions including drug delivery and biosensors as indicated
by Cross [22].
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